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Guild Web Site:
http://www.sydneywoodturners.com.au

Issue 84, 15th October 2006.
Western & Blue Mountains Region
Postal Address: PO Box 4008, Lalor Park, NSW 2147
Twin Gums Retreat Address: Cnr Northcott Rd & Diane Dr, Lalor Park

Regional Committee 2005/06:

Convenor: Robert Jarvis 9622 2741
Secretary: Robyn Mahoney 46288236
Treasurer: Bob Young 98732773

Regional Rep: Ian O’Connor 9715 3490
ianroy5@bigpond.com

Member: Tony Maberly 9622 7561

Library: See Don Hughes if you would like to know
what is currently available from our library.

Please remember that some of the items within the
library are on loan from other members and all care
should be taken to bring them back as soon as you
are finished. Just as in other libraries one month is
usually sufficient time to have an item out.

Stores, Equipment& Maintenance: Toby McIlwain,
Ted Edwards and Graham Dawes. Please let them
know if you find any problems with any of the machin-
ery in the hall.

Editor: Bill Hartley 98716128
williamhartley@optusnet.com.au

Catering Officer: Rohan McCardell, seen here feed-
ing the multitude at the Fred Holder demonstration.

Sick List: If anyone knows of any of our members or
their partners who are on the sick list, please contact
Graham Murray (4658 0563) who will send a card on
behalf of the club.

Committee Meeting: The committee meeting is held
on the second Tuesday of the month starting at
7.00pm at Twin Gums. All are welcome to attend.

Next Committee Meeting 14th November 2006

Third Sunday every month from 10.00am, Every
Wednesday from 10.00am. Every Friday Night start-
ing at 7.00pm.

Wisteria House Parramatta
Saturday 16th September

This was a perfect
Spring day and the
gardens were spec-
tacular. The club was
represented by Alan
Phelps, Bob Jarvis, Sid
Churchward, Ron De-
vine, Tony Maberly and
John Malysiak

Numerous items were turned including toothpick hold-
ers, carry handles, spinning tops and small bowls.
There was a constant stream of people and many
showed interest and gave a donation.

Sunday 24th September
Very warm day and
when the wind blew up
from the north-west it
created problems for our
demonstrators (difficult
to turn while holding onto
shade shelter with both
hands). So the boys re-
located our stand next to

the north-east side of one of the buildings.

The club was represented by Bob (Robert) Jarvis,
Tony (Anthony) Maberly, Bob (Robert) Taylor, Wayne
Hipwell and Ian O’Connor.

We had a good crowd in the early part of the morning.
However after all the bargain hunters left and when
the wind intensity picked up after lunch most stall
holders were trying to prevent their merchandise and
stalls from “blowing in the wind”. Bob Jarvis and Tony
Maberly turned after lunch and Ian O’Connor (who
was acting as assistant photographer on behalf of our
editor Bill Hartley) took a few photos of the occasion.

http://www.sydneywoodturners.com.au/
mailto:ianroy5@bigpond.com
mailto:williamhartley@optusnet.com.au
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Future Demonstrations:

Our members have been asked to participate in the
following demonstrations: Please help by participating
and putting your name against the event. We ask that
you try demonstrating as these can be fun and it helps
improve your skills.

Hare & Forbes Parramatta
9th – 12th November 2006
Please see Graham Dawes if you are interested in
attending.

Please remember that NO member can commit the
Region to participate in any demonstration or event
without first presenting to the committee. Guild ap-
proval is also required for insurance purposes.

Other Coming Events/Demonstrations:

At the November 19th Maxi Day it is hoped that the
demonstrator will be Gil Scott who will show how to
make Christmas decorations.

Keep 10 th December free so that you can attend our
Christmas party at Twin Gums. Partners of course
are very welcome.

Ladies Days: Ring or see Anna Dawes for de-
tails on 96386995.

Bowls for Any Event!
Don’t forget if you are not turning anything in particu-
lar, think about turning one of our blanks. It appears
that these are becoming very popular at our demon-
strations in the rummage box. A significant source of
income for the club and our charity work.

—————————————————

Incorporation

A special meeting of the Sydney Woodturners Guild
was held last Friday 15th September 2006 at the
Chester Hill Girl Guides Hall (Guild Head Quarters).

The purpose of this meeting was to incorporate the
Guild and transfer the members to their own respec-
tive regions.

This arrangement will take effect immediately and
members will be kept informed when additional mat-
ters requiring attention arise.

The new name for our club will be the Western Sydney
Woodturners

Motions passed:
 That the Guild recognizes the incorporation of

the Regions and that the new Rules tabled at
the meeting be adopted as the Rules of the
Guild from the close of this meeting.

A total of 309 votes were counted, including proxy
votes.
290 votes for,
19 votes against.
Motion was carried.

Barry Gardner then moved the following 5 motions

 That financial members currently entered into
the Register of Members of the Guild be trans-
ferred to their respective Incorporated Branch
affiliation.

 That all Life Members of the Guild as of this
date be accepted as Life Members of the
Guild in terms of the new adopted rules

 That each of the 10 Incorporated Regions
upon each of them signing the application for
Guild membership be accepted as the first af-
filiated Guild members.

 That the present Executive Committee of the
Guild, namely the President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer be appointed as the
caretaker executive until such time as all In-
corporated Regions have held their initial
General Meeting and the Guild calls another
Special General Meeting to appoint the new
executive

 That the caretaker executive is hereby author-
ized to do all things necessary and in a timely
manner to ensure the Regions incorporations,
the transfer of the assets of the Guild to them
and the other matters contained in the terms
of the Explanatory Memorandum dated 8th

March 2005 so the Guild and the respective
incorporated Regions can get on with the craft
of woodturning.

It was noted that there is a typing error on page 18 of
the Rules and it should read Sydney Woodturners
Guild Inc.

Meeting closed 7.32.
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Just a Laugh
Tool Definitions

DRILL PRESS: A tall upright machine useful for sud-
denly snatching flat metal bar stock out of your hands
so that it smacks you in the chest and flings your beer
across the room, splattering it against that freshly
painted airplane part you were drying.

BELT SANDER: Used for making rectangular gouges
in wood.

PAD SANDER: Used for easing the edges of the rec-
tangular gouges.

RANDOM ORBIT SANDER: Used for removing the
marks left by the PAD SANDER, usually on any sur-
face perpendicular to the original gouge. May also be
used to make semicircular gouges in wood.

DETAIL SANDER: Makes triangular gouges, generally
in blind corners.

BISCUIT JOINER: Tool used to misalign wood in a
very consistent manner which can then be sanded
heavily (See BELT SANDER).

CHISEL: Multi use tool - good for making deep cuts in
the hand.

CORDLESS DRILL/POWER SCREWDRIVER: Used
for rounding out Phillips screw heads at high speed.

ROUTER: Used to darken wood by friction and make
smoke. For this latter purpose, it replaces the incense
used by primitive woodworking cultures who wished to
influence the woodworking deities. When used with a
ROUTER TABLE this tool can be used to make vary-
ing profiles using a single bit and a single depth set-
ting.

TAPE MEASURE: This device is used to measure
length. It should be immediately dropped onto con-
crete several times so that measurements made with it
will then agree with every other TAPE MEASURE in
the world.

NAILSET: Used to make small, round depressions
around the head of a finish nail. Principally used for
decoration.

CLAMPS: These come in two sizes: too small and
loaned to an in-law.

WIRE WHEEL: Cleans paint off bolts and then throws
them somewhere under the workbench with the speed
of light. Also removes fingerprint whorls and hard-
earned guitar calluses in about the time it takes you to
say, "Ouch...."

ELECTRIC HAND DRILL: Normally used for spinning
pop rivets in their holes until you die of old age; with
the proper accessories, used to destroy perfectly good
wood in many ways.

PLIERS: Used to round off bolt heads.

HACKSAW: One of a family of cutting tools built on the
Ouija board principle. It transforms human energy into
a crooked, unpredictable motion, and the more you
attempt to influence its course, the more dismal your
future becomes.

SABER SAW: See Hacksaw.

VISE-GRIPS: Used to round off bolt heads. If nothing
else is available, they can also be used to transfer in-
tense welding heat to the palm of your hand.

OXYACETYLENE TORCH: Used almost entirely for
setting various flammable objects in your shop on fire.
Also handy for igniting the grease inside the wheel hub
you want the bearing race out of.

WHITWORTH SOCKETS: Once used for working on
older British cars and motorcycles, they are now used
mainly for impersonating that 9/16 or 1/2 socket you've
been searching for the last 15 minutes.

HYDRAULIC FLOOR JACK: Used for lowering an
automobile to the ground after you have installed your
new disk brake pads, trapping the jack handle firmly
under the bumper.

8-FOOT LONG 2X4: Used for levering an automobile
upward off a hydraulic jack handle.

TWEEZERS: A tool for removing wood splinters.

PHONE: Tool for calling your neighbours to see if he
has another hydraulic floor jack.

PHONE (alt.): Tool for calling your brother-in-law to
see if he has your CLAMPS.

TABLE SAW: Used to make wood slightly narrower
than necessary.

MITRE SAW: Used to make wood slightly shorter than
necessary.

THICKNESS PLANER: Used to make wood slightly
thinner than necessary.

JOINTER: Used to make the too thin, too short, too
narrow wood perfectly straight. Very useful for making
two sides of a board perfectly straight but non-parallel.

SNAP-ON GASKET SCRAPER: Theoretically useful
as a sandwich tool for spreading mayonnaise; used
mainly for getting dog**** off your boot.

E-Z OUT BOLT AND STUD EXTRACTOR: A tool ten
times harder than any known drill bit that snaps off in
bolt holes you couldn't use anyway.

TWO-TON ENGINE HOIST: A tool for testing the ten-
sile strength on everything you forgot to disconnect.

Submitted by Trish Gale
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Microwave Seasoning of Wood

First the disclaimer: This process has worked for some
but I can assume no responsibility for how it works for
you. And as a suggestion, do not start with a $100 burl
but rather try out some "junk" wood that you do not
care that much for — you may even be surprised.

Second as an alternative to the technique described
below: Some microwaves have a "Sure Simmer" set-
ting which essentially allows you to keep the item in
the oven at the boiling point for a set period of time. If
you have and use this setting then the bag technique
below is obsolete. Simply simmer the item for as long
as required to drive off all the moisture. 3/4 inch thick
wood requires about 15 minutes simmer time in my
microwave. To keep the moisture level high place the
wood in a plastic bag that has a few holes either
pierced or just do not tie too tightly.

Here is the technique for "older" microwaves:

1. Weigh the wood and record the weight. (This is op-
tional but a good thing to do initially as it will give you
an idea of how much moisture is being driven off.)

2. Seal the wood inside a plastic bag. A ziploc bag
works well. This also keeps the microwave oven clean.

3. Place wood (which is inside a bag) in the micro-
wave. Set microwave at full power and the timer for
two minutes.

4. Turn on the microwave. Watch the bag. When it
starts to blow up - fill with steam not "go bang". Turn
off the microwave. This is a good temperature indica-
tor. If the wood is heated too long steam will be gener-
ated inside the fibres and strange effects occur such
as hidden fissures.

5. Remove the bag and wood from the microwave.
Open the bag and remove the wood from the bag. The
wood should be hot. Cover the wood with a paper
towel and allow to stand for 5 minutes. Dry the inside
of the bag.

6. Seal the wood inside the plastic bag again (If you
want to place some paper towel in the bag use dry
paper towel).

7. Place wood (which is inside the bag) in the micro-
wave. Set microwave at full power and the timer for
two minutes.

8. Turn on the microwave. Watch the bag. When it
starts to blow up turn off the microwave. Note how
long it took to heat to "steam generation". For small
pieces about 50 seconds.

9. Remove the bag and wood from the microwave.
Open the bag and remove the wood from the bag. The
wood should be hot. Allow the covered wood to stand
for 5 minutes (Do not allow the wood to cool down too
much). Dry the inside of the bag.

10. Now you have an idea of how long to heat the
wood after a five minute cooldown. If you weighed the

wood this is when you should reweigh it and see how
much moisture you have lost. Note the new weight.

Note: When there is no longer a significant weight loss
you will have dried the wood sufficiently. Over drying
the wood does not harm the wood but it does waste
electricity and the wood will take on moisture from the
ambient air once it is allowed to rest.

11. Reheat the wood every five minutes for the time
you established in step 8 until there is no significant
weight loss OR until the wood "feels" dry after the five
minute rest. You no longer need to place the wood in
the bag except to keep the oven clean and humidity
high. Some woods leave a distinct odour which may
not go with your reheated Kraft Dinner. But wrapping
the wood in paper will keep humidity high too.

Remember that the wood needs to be kept hot while it
loses moisture and moisture removal should be kept
slow by keeping the wood in a relatively moist envi-
ronment. (Use the pierced bag technique described
above or paper wrapping.)

Thin pieces may only have to be heated three times
while thicker pieces will need several sessions in the
microwave. The number of sessions depends more on
the thickness of the wood than on the overall weight.
Large thin pieces dry just as fast as small thin pieces.
However the larger pieces will need slightly longer
sessions in the oven as determined by the bag inflat-
ing with steam.

This picture shows the difference between two
pieces that started out the same size and shape.
The one on the right was microwave dried. Both
from a walnut branch - a hard wood to dry with-
out checking.
Source:
http://www3.sympatico.ca/3jdw8/microwavedrying.htm

For more information, see Neil Guthrie who uses the
“defrost” setting quite successfully. Also look in our
Library for Bruce Leadbeatter’s booklet “Microwave
Seasoning for Woodturning”.
Let’s have your ideas on microwave timber drying for a
follow-up article in a future issue.

http://www3.sympatico.ca/3jdw8/microwavedrying.htm
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Fred Holder Demonstration
Sunday 17th September 2006

This Maxi Day featured international guests Fred and
Mildred Holder from the United States. Fred is the edi-
tor of the More Woodturning magazine which he has
been publishing for ten years and was in Australia as
part of his Down Under tour.

Regional Rep Ian
O’Connor welcomes
Mildred Holder to
the Twin Gums and
receives a compli-
mentary copy of the
More Woodturning
mag.

Fred firstly solved
the mystery of the
famous Chinese
Balls. These resem-
ble the original ivory
carvings which were
made in such a way
such that each large
ball contained up to
five smaller balls
inside. The mystery
was how did the
maker get the
smaller balls inside the outside larger ball?

Fred uses a ball
cutting jig to
make the original
sphere with di-
ameter 2.5
inches and a set
of four special
cutters similar to
the one in the
photo. The
sphere is laid out
with twelve hole positions each at the apex of equilat-
eral triangles. The ball is held in a special chuck made
from a 50mm PVC plumbing fitting. These holes in the
sphere are drilled with a special stepped bit and the
tools are in turn held in a jig to turn the interior of the
ball. Plugs are inserted in each hole as it has been
turned using each tool in order to prevent breakout as
its neighbours are turned.

With a steady hand and eye, lots of patience as well
as enough money for the special jigs and tools you
may become proficient enough to turn a Chinese Ball
without a tool catching and blowing the ball to bits.

Fred then turned his hand to producing
a hammer handle with an elliptical
cross-section as in the diagram.

He had laid out each end of the blank with ovals to
represent the size of the finished handle and the posi-
tion of the centre and the offcentre location for the
headstock and tailstock pins to produce the oval pro-
file.

After turning between centres to give the basic shape
of the handle, offset the blank to one of the side marks
(same side for both ends) and turn the stock until there
is a line along two sides. Repeat for the other side
mark. The two turned
surfaces should al-
most join on each
side. Return the
blank to centre points
and sand with course
paper to round over
the sharp top of the
oval and to give a
handle that feels
good in the hand.

Fred’s next demon-
stration was hand
thread chasing. He
first showed the
chasing of the ex-
ternal thread with a
16 tpi chaser from
England. He then
chased the inside threads with the 16 tpi inside chaser
tool.
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Show and Tell
Sunday 17th September 2006

Graham Murray; Bowl
Unknown timber
EEE Friction Polish

Bob Mayer; Candle Holder
Jarrah
Friction Polish

Kaye Paton; Lady Pens
Huon Pine, Aussie Gum,
Oregan
Isogard

Kaye Paton; Bowl
Tasmanian Blackwood,
Mirrortone, Copperleaf and
Sonya’s Paint

Larry Bailey; Vase
Camphor Laurel
Tung Oil

Toby McIlwain; Crochet
Needles with Case
Jarrah
Friction Polish

Toby McIlwain; Miniature
Tea Set
Various timbers
Polyurethane

Toby McIlwain; Crochet
Needles with Case
Jarrah
Friction Polish

Erich Aldinger; Bowl
Red Gum
7008

Erich Aldinger; Lidded Box
Olive wood
Friction Polish

Erich Aldinger; T-Light
Banksia

Kaye Paton; Bowl
European Beech
Isogard
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Your Turn … John Laugesen

A man out standing in his field.

It must be nice living on acres just a few kilometres
from the convenience of the suburbs, where nobody is
going to complain about the noise from the chainsaw
as you get stuck into some logs down in the paddock.

John cuts most of his own timber and prepares his
pieces for turning. I know that privet is a pest in the
bush and I’ve seen privet bushes growing. But, you
call that privet? John wields that chainsaw of his down
near the creek and comes back with privet logs about
8 inches across. As Croc Dundee would say, “Now
that’s privet!”. John says that it turns easily and is
great to practise on.

Originally from Denmark, the family migrated to Aus-
tralia in 1950 because of the better opportunities that
existed here. John is now retired and spends most his
time working with wood. At the moment he has taken
an interest in laminating and demonstrated the proc-
ess to me. Below, the chips are flying as he puts the
thickness planer to work.

John then uses his bandsaw to cut bowl blanks from
the laminate ready for turning.

In the workshop, every time you look up to check the
time, you are reminded that you’re only as old as you
feel.
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SOME MORE SPECIES OF WOODS

Paulownia (Kiri)

As you drive west from Richmond on the Kurrajong
Road, you may notice an experimental plantation of
Paulownia on the left as you progress along the road
towards North Richmond just before the river.

Paulownia is a deciduous tree capable of achieving
very high growth rates under favourable conditions. It
has been cultivated in China for at least 2,300 years,
and was introduced into Japan and Korea over 1,000
years ago. There are nine recognised species of pau-
lownia, of which two are currently being grown for
commercial purposes in Australia.

Paulownia has been
widely promoted in
Australia as a fast
growing, short-
rotation timber crop.

Paulownia are fast
growing trees that
have a light blonde

appearance, similar to White Ash. It stains well with a
variety of colours and can be made to mimic other
woods. Once planed a silky lustre is revealed. The feel
is also very silky.

The nine species of paulownia are very similar in ap-
pearance and timber properties. Paulownia tomentosa
and Paulownia fortunei are currently being grown in
Australian plantations.

Balsa has been considered to have the highest
strength to weight ratios of any wood in the world.
Paulownia has been tested to have a higher strength
to weight ratio than Balsa.

Paulownia remains stable during changes in humidity
and experiences little shrinkage or expansion com-
pared to most other woods. It is highly durable and
resists decay under non-ground contact conditions.
The wood is insect resistant.

Markets for paulownia timber have yet to be devel-
oped in Australia.

The main consumers
are China and Japan,
with the timber grown
commercially in a
number of countries.
The premium Japa-
nese market for pau-
lownia requires large
diameter logs with
consistent growth ring
width of 10 mm. To
date most Australian
grown paulownia
would not meet this
criterion. Alterna-
tively, it is proposed
that Australian grown
paulownia would re-

place imported rainforest timbers such as Meranti in
the local market.

Paulownia has been widely used in the orient for
fine furniture, musical instruments, carvings and
decorative finishes for over 1000 years. It can be
peeled for veneer in 1/16 inch thickness and has
even been sliced at 1/32 inch. Intricate patterns
can be cut with a jig saw or band saw without
splitting easily. Paulownia has been a favourite for
many carvers in the US. Furniture, doors and win-
dows can be made with close tolerances. All nor-
mal finishing materials can be applied and it
bonds well with glue.

It's somewhere between Balsa and Western Red Ce-
dar in density, is a little more brittle than WRC, easy to
carve and work. It is straight grained, and has been
used for centuries for furniture, blinds, mouldings and
general building in China, mostly coated with a heavy
coat of lacquer.

This paulownia bowl turned by Larry Bailey shows the
natural creamy colour of this very light and unusual
timber.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:PaulowniaFortunei.jpg

